
Denco has been producing and installing

equipment specifically designed for the precise

control of air temperature, humidity and quality

for 60 years.  Today, clean rooms,

telecommunications centres and offices across

the world are enjoying the benefits of this

engineering pedigree.

Denco also offers the full service from design

concept to final commissioning and ongoing

maintenance. We recognise that every end

user’s requirements are different and only a

specialised, flexible approach will deliver the right

solution every time.



freedom with the 
officecool air-conditioning system

Ceiling mounted air conditioning and lighting,

together with wall mounted telephone, power

and data sockets make it awkward and

expensive to change office layouts. A flexible

office system provides a cost effective

alternative by concealing services in the floor

and making them easy to move and

reconfigure to suit changes in office use.

In the case of new buildings, this approach

offers significant cost savings and dramatically

shortens the construction process.

A dedicated system of power and data

tracks run in a raised modular floor void

makes it easy to relocate electrical systems.

Combining uplighters with the Denco

Officecool system removes the need for a

suspended ceiling so that all services are

conveniently accessible in the floor void for

ease of maintenance and removal.

Officecool is available in three configurations,

each using a raised modular floor to

distribute conditioned and filtered air

throughout the space. A series of intelligent

fan tiles (LECU’s), replacing 600 x 600 mm

floor panels, and requiring only a 230V 1ph

power supply to operate, provide truly

personal environmental control for the

occupants. Fan tiles can be simply

unplugged and relocated as required.

The officecool air conditioning system

The flexible office concept

Why use a flexible office system?

"the ultimate in 
building and 
office service 
flexibility"





"the future of 
today’s office 
environment"



• Quick and easy modifications to office
layouts with minimum cost and disruption

• Major potential cost savings in new and
existing buildings. The ease of design and
installation and the elimination of the
requirement for a false ceiling leads to:

• Increased rental income due to the unique
flexibility of the office space

Reduced building height (new build)

Reduced building time

Reduced financing costs due to reduced
build costs and timescales, and the
requirement for the main services
installation much later than in a
conventional project

Earlier rental income or occupation

Potential for greater PMFF tax offset
than conventional buildings

• Almost cost free relocation capability

• Exceptionally quiet operation

• Local environment control for individuals

• Control of temperature and humidity for
a healthier environment

• Filtration of both fresh air and re-circulated
air for a healthier environment

• Economical operation

• Easy maintenance with all services at
low level in the raised floor

• Elimination of draughts

comfort and health with the 
officecool air-conditioning system

the benefits

The officecool air-conditioning
system enables

A flexible office concept enables



The Zone Unit provides conditioned air to the
floor void. It can cool, heat, humidify, dehumidify
and filter the return air according to its’ inbuilt
fully programmable controller.

The ‘state of the art’ inverter driven fans (40%
more efficient than a conventional direct driven
fan) enables the Zone Unit to vary the amount 
of air discharged to the floor void at extremely
low noise levels and to exactly match the 
room requirements. 

The Zone Units are available in three sizes: 1, 2
and 3 fan modules and with the option of chilled
water and split dx heat pump form. Denco Zone
Units are supplied with a variety of options and
can be adapted for most situations. 

Zone Unit

technical information

Model

Airflow (m3/s)

Nominal Cooling Duty (kW)

Nominal Heating Duty (kW)

Type

Depth (mm)

Height (mm)

Length (mm)

12

0.2 – 0.9

2.5 – 12

7

ZD   ZU

654  850

1940

647

28

0.4 – 1.8

5.0 – 22

16

ZD   ZU

654  850

1940

1247

42

0.6 – 2.7

7.2 – 33

23

ZD   ZU

654  850

1940

1847

officecool components

The Denco Officecool Air Conditioning System is
available in three configurations (shown over page).

Zone Unit

The zone unit is available in 2 forms :-
ZD (top return) and ZU (bottom return)

• Chilled Water or Direct Expansion cooling

• LPHW, Direct Expansion Heatpump 
or electric heating

• Inverter driven fans

• G4 filtration (optional F7 )

• Humidification control (optional)

• Adjustable base stand

• Various optional extras, top return sections, 
special controls etc.

Each is available with :-

Requiring only front access and incorporating
extensive internal attenuation, the Zone unit
can be positioned inside or outside of the
space to be conditioned.



LECU fan tile

Zone UnitUplighter

Ceiling return system

Top return system

typical configurations

If the room sensor detects that the
local temperature is too cold, it
interrogates the underfloor sensor. If
the underfloor temperature is above
that of the room air, the damper is
modulated open to allow heating to
the space. The damper is modulated
sufficiently to offset the heat loss to
the space.

When the room sensor detects that
the local temperature matches the set
point, the damper will be closed and
the unit will be in recirculation mode.
An adjustable bleed damper allows
sufficient air from the floor void to
provide the fresh air requirements for
the space. 

If the room sensor detects that the
local temperature is too warm, it
interrogates the underfloor sensor. If
the underfloor temperature is below
that of the room air, the damper is
modulated open to allow cooling to
the space. The damper is modulated
sufficiently to offset the heat gain to
the space.

Cooling Mode

Under exceptional circumstances, if
the room sensor detects that the local
temperature is too cold and upon
interrogation of the underfloor sensor
it is determined that there is
insufficient heat available, the
controller will modulate the damper
fully closed and initiate the electric
heater battery until such time as either
the underfloor temperature is
sufficiently high to cope or the room
temperature becomes satisfied.

Electric Heater Mode

Heating Mode

Recirculation Mode

LECU operation

2

1



Downflow, bottom return system

The bottom return system utilises the raised
floor to both distribute and return air from the space.  

Under-floor Barrier

A flexible silicone impregnated material air barrier laid beneath the raised floor creates a
return air path to the zone unit.

This system provides excellent control of complex office layouts.

The barrier can be easily and quickly relocated to suit any modifications to the office area.

All units are fitted as standard with a Trend IQ204
microprocessor control system. In addition to precise control
of temperature and humidity, the system controls the
inverter driven fans to precisely match the requirements of
the room, reducing noise levels and energy consumption.
Alternative controls are available if required.

Zone Unit Controls 

3

Model

Airflow (m3/s)

Nominal Duty (kW)  

Heater capacity if fitted (kW)  

Depth (mm)

Length (mm)

Height (mm)

Noise Level (NR at 1m)

Standard

0.15 - 0.28

1.8 – 3.4

0.5 - 1

598

773

215

NR18 -NR45

Slimline

0.1 - 0.2 

1.2 - 2.4

0.5

598

773

150

NR 27 - NR45

The Denco LECU gives the Officecool Air
Conditioning System an exceptional ability to
cope with the changing office layout
requirements. The LECU is an intelligent fan
tile, easily positioned anywhere in the floor of
a "flexible office" and capable of operating at
noise levels as low as NR18. The Denco
LECU maintains the local desired set
temperature by re-circulating a varying
mixture of air from the room and conditioned
underfloor air. An electric heater is fitted for
use in exceptional circumstances. The LECU
is capable of standalone operation and
requires no interconnecting cabling to the
zone unit, however, a controller capable of
interfacing with the Zone unit (for remote
access to set points and operating data) is
available if required.

Local Environmental Control
Unit (LECU) 

The LECU is provided as standard

with "stand alone controls" which

creates a truly flexible system,

however, where remote interrogation

and adjustment of set points is

required, the LECU is provided with

Trend IQ11 controllers which permits

networking of the system. The LECU’s

can then be addressed from the Zone

unit, BMS or if required from 

the intranet. 

The control damper is fully modulating

for accurate control of room conditions

and incorporates an adjustable bleed

damper for fresh air control.

LECU controls

LECU

The LECU is available in 2 forms, Standard 
and Slimline. 

Each is available with 5 fan speed settings, which
enables control of duty and noise levels.

technical information





officecool – flexible and discreet

Officecool takes complex services out of ceiling voids
and tucks them away neatly under the floor. This has
huge financial and space saving implications for
commercial buildings – and can cut new build costs by
as much as 15%.

In a number of projects, the architect was able to reduce
the height of the building because deep ceiling voids
were not needed…and by concealing electrical services
in the floor 10% more usable space is created.

Sussex University (UK) - Resource/Library Centre, Officecool equipment
provides comfort cooling for this highly flexible area.

BT (UK) - 24hr emergency call centre in
the North of England.

A flexible underfloor air conditioning system is designed
to put the user back in control of their environment. No
other system offers such flexibility in terms of pinpoint
control of individual work areas and ease of installation –
the ability to simply pick up and move a fan tile to
another area when the use of the office layout is
changed, can be invaluable to both the building
occupant and owner.



a moving experience

Millbank (UK)
When refurbishment of part of this
prestigious building was required,
Officecool was chosen to replace the
existing air conditioning system.

Land Rover (UK) - Research and Development Building 540, Officecool equipment serves both open plan and meeting room areas.

The ongoing benefits are many: Office managers are
able to change the layout of an occupied floor at will
because they don’t need to worry about how the air
conditioning will cope – the air conditioning moves with
the occupants.

And for maintenance: Engineers find it far easier to
locate and service units at floor level rather than having
to struggle in cramped conditions in the ceiling. Also,
working overhead is inherently awkward and dangerous
– in these times of rising insurance costs and legal
actions that is a key consideration for many users.



officecool - low cost, but high performance

saved space

saved space fresh
air

light
fitting

4 pipe
fancoil

saved space

The use of tried and tested, largely

standardised units in a much easier to install

format means that this type of underfloor air

conditioning comes out well ahead of most

forms of ‘conventional’ air conditioning in any

cost comparison.

In an independent study, compared to a 4-

pipe fan coil system, for example, the Denco

solution cuts 5 weeks off a 42 week

installation programme, which is equal to a

12% saving overall.

And capital costs are also slashed: the

Officecool concept can be as much as 15%

cheaper to buy than a 4-pipe fan coil system,

up to 17% cheaper than a VRF system, and a

massive 23% cheaper than a full VAV system.

The height of a building can be reduced as much as 10% by using the Officecool concept



officecool – keeping our strengths hidden

typical building services costs comparisons

officecool - fast, flexible and very affordable

The underfloor system is also far easier and cheaper to
modify in the future and is much quieter in operation than
standard air conditioning systems. This is due to the lower
speed at which the air is brought into the occupied space,
which has the added benefit of reducing draughts.

Energy costs are also kept to a minimum by closely
matching output to demand and the sophisticated control

system constantly monitors temperature, humidity and air
quality - the Denco system can accurately hold
temperature and humidity - this means ideal working
conditions for occupants, their expensive computers and
other equipment.

Underfloor air conditioning makes a lot of people very
happy. The architect loves its discretion; the developer its

cost saving and speed of installation at construction, the
facilities manager its flexibility and ease of use; and the
individual occupant gets his or her very own customised
local environment.

Both systems include: Fresh Air Supply & Extraction, Ventilation (inc Toilet extract), Chilled Water System, LTHW System

cost

cost

Domestic Services 

LV Power/Sub Mains 

Lighting

BMS/Controls

Fire Alarms

IT/Data

Security

Lighting Protection

Testing & Commissioning

M+E Preliminaries

Officecool system
4 Pipe fan coil system

Officecool system
4 Pipe fan coil system

(inc above ground drainage)

other services

timescale time

officecool system              

conventional air conditioning system 



Head Office 
Denco Limited
PO Box 11
Holmer Road
Hereford
HR4 9SJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1432 277277
Fax: +44 (0)1432 268005 
Email: office-cool@denco.co.uk
Web: www.office-cool.com

Denco reserves the right to amend or change the specification of
equipment without notice. © 2004 Denco Limited.

contact details 


